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Westinghouse needs engineers 
to solve little problems 
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or big ones. 
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Microcircuitry actually began at smaller and better. We're deep scribe Westinghouse. We're also 

Westinghouse in 1958, when we — into R&D on the next generation. in computers, transportation, med- 
developed the first integrated cir- Westinghouse is also grappling ical science, oceanography, and 

cuit for the Air Force. Today, we're with some down-to-earth prob- more. Is that any way to run an 
the largest producer of very-high- lems. Big-city problems. We make _ electrical company? We think so. 
reliability microcircuitry for the more products for construction If you think so, talk with our cam- 
aerospace industry. than any other company. So, quite — pus recruiter, or write Luke Noggle, 

And there’s no end in sight. As naturally, we're deep in urban re- Westinghouse Education Center, 

space vehicles get more compli- newal and city planning. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. An equal 
cated, electronics have to get Which doesn't even start to de- opportunity employer. 

You can be sure...if it's Westinghouse @w) 
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| 77 ,y os c Imagination is what it 
(27 takes to keep Zenith prod- so i? > a ucts the best. . . to develop 
Ps new products ... to keep our 

fF ~ “Sg company growing and expanding 
, — Zt in the future as we have in the 

r=. hy past. Today career opportunities at 
ow «gf Zenith Radio Corporation range as wide 

ell om .. as your imagination and are as varied 
= a as a color spectrum. 

~_ © | 4 At Zenith you'll find a diversity of work areas 
a from consumer products to electronic medical 

i aids, with plenty of room to put your creative 
—_ } imagination to work. Careers in engineering are 
“ag y exciting . . . with a future full of products waiting to 

Y be created. It takes creativity to keep our products the 
v best, and imagination to create new products and new 

ideas. We need individuals with the ability to keep Zenith 
strong and growing. 

We can offer you the kind of career that will challenge your 
imagination and keep it expanding—plus an excellent starting 

salary, one of the finest profit sharing plans in the country and 
tuition reimbursement for advanced study. To learn more about a 

career in engineering-research at Zenith, see your college placement 
office or write to: Jim Faust, Manager of Professional Recruitment, 

Zenith Radio Corporation, 1900 North Austin Avenue, Chicago, III. 60639. 
...Why Not Join The Best! 

EMIT 

The quality goes in before the name goes on® 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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. . ° ° e e 
Can there be this kind of excitement in engineering? 

You’ve forgotten the rising long before dawn and the drive along 

deserted roads. Now the morning is still and crisp; the waist-high 
weeds are perfect cover. You work through them carefully, quietly, 
expectantly. Then—the multi-colored explosion of a flushed bird”, 
beating up ina blur of speed and sound. The over-and-under is at 

Try \ erox and see your shoulder by pure reflex... you lead and squeeze... 

| See ee This is the age-old excitement of the hunt, the instant coordination of 

: oy ; a mind and muscle against the finely-honed instincts of your game. 
i / Engineering offers a kindred excitement, or should. The stalking of 

bo ee >. ideas, the shooting down of tough and wily technical obstacles, the a a >t . é 
; ro ke = _ oS z well-trained engineering mind against the complexities of nature. 

a = : oo” ~ % i. But too often today, this excitement is lost in routine and fragmented 
mG = ‘se assignments or a company climate in which engineering is taken for 

oo | y ; granted. Which is why, if you’re hunting for professional excitement, 

» a mm ee it’s worth looking into the opportunities at Xerox. Your degree in 
“44 os VW ve Engineering or Science can qualify you for some intriguing openings 

2 Phiees ee in fundamental and applied research, engineering, manufacturing 
A a4 5 Sey z Ps and programming. 

. 7 | . ha. ii —— We’re located in suburban Rochester, New York. For details on openings, 
PF 1 ou a write directly to Mr. Roger Vander Ploeg, Xerox Corporation, P.O. Box 

sw ’ 5 ce 251, Webster, New York 14580. 
An engineer checks out a data collection machine using 
punched tape to record number and type of operations 
performed, OX 

“Rochester isin the upper New York State region XER 
noted for its fine hunting of all kinds. . 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f) 
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interesting. 
Do you enjoy being responsible We are not altruists. We are a There’s just one thing—yow’/l be 

(and the rewards that go with it) strong and growth oriented expected to work hard—but 

for developing a project and chemical company that needs you'll be in good company with 

carrying it through to completion? engineers of all types—chemical, the 13,000 other people that 

Do you like a job that gives free mechanical, electrical and make up Rohm and Haas. We 

rein to your imagination and industrial—who want to make a have six major manufacturing 

tests your skills? practical contribution to locations in the United States 

Do you like the satisfaction of improving man’s lot and at the and producing subsidiaries in 

‘ an ° same time advance themselves in 15 foreign countries. We need 
making a contribution to society : ‘ 3 . 

3 si 2 the world of business. We have engineers in research, production 
by improving a wide range of . 4 : 
“ * doubled our sales in the past and marketing. Talk with us 
industrial and consumer products . . 

E 10 years to the $400,000,000 about your interests—it could 
or by protecting natural resources 

4 i i" ‘ 9 level. We make some 2,500 be good for both of us. 
or improving farming efficiency ? . : : 

chemical products including 

synthetic resins, plastics, fibers, 

pharmaceuticals and animal 

health aids. We are on the move 

and you can move with us into 

positions of responsibility just 

as rapidly as you show us you 

have the ability. 

RO [=|] NI ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY 
a Campus Interview Date An equal opportunity employer. 

-HAAS February 17-18 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19105 
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Are You There? 

by Abby Trueblood The typical reaction to editorials we print in the 
Wisconsin Engineer is a complete lack of response from 
our readers, and I find this both puzzling and disturbing. 
While I, so far, have been able to sleep well assured that 
I face no torrents of letters from irate readers in the 
morning mail, nor telephoned bomb threats in the early 
hours, the seeming apathy which I do sense is a good 
deal more annoying. Letters to the Editor(s) are rare 

in this office, and, ordinarily, those which we do receive 

are very rarely with respect to the editorial page. The 
most recent barrage of letters from readers was when 
we tried a new “gimmick” and threatened to climinate 
the Joke Page. I am sure that the small number of letters 

cannot be construed as evidence that the readers can 
find no fault with us, nor am I convinced that, with re- 

gard to editorials, opinions expressed in the Wisconsin 
Engineer are regarded by our engineering audience as 

indisputable truisms. 
I would like to make it clear what I feel the purpose 

of editorial comment is. In the first place, editorials 
serve as an opportunity for the writer to publicize his 
views and, in the case of a highly specialized journal, 
to direct those views expressed to a particular audience. 
Editorials also have something of an educational pur- 
pose, for they serve to initiate what should, hopefully, 
become a dialogue between author and reader. It is 
solely for this end of creating a dialogue that I feel an 
editorial should be written. Apparently, though, our 
readers do not feel that this function of editorials is very 
important or, perhaps, they do not recognize that this is 
a purpose of editorials. 

Responses from our reader preference cards in the 
November issue indicate that the majority of our readers 
wish to continue editorial comment, and, although they 
also appear to want to retain letters, there has not been 
a similar boom in letter-writing to match it. These an- 

swers could mean two things about our readers: It could 
mean that at least a good number of readers do not 
bother to read the editorials and, cannot, therefore, be- 

come particularly outraged by them and, hence, no 
letters concerning them reach our office. It could also 
mean that additional readers desire to be “spoon-fed” 
ideas without having to do any thinking on the matters 
themselves. If the former is the case, then I can do little 

: more than feel disappointed that you are not reading 
that part of the magazine. You are, after all, free to read 

or not read anything in the magazine you please, and, 

frankly, I can be glad that there is at least something 
which interests you. On the other hand, if you desire to 
do little more than read what someone else has to say 
on an issue and to accept it or not accept it without so 
much as a comment, then you have failed to see the 

more subtle purpose of an editorial. 
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PRODUCT LOCATIONS HAVING MAJOR PRODUCTS DISCIPLINE TYPE OF WORK 
GROUP CURRENT OPENINGS | PRODUCED REQUIREMENTS — | PERFORMED 

Chlor-Alkali Products 
Ammonia Process Development, 

Augusta, Ga. Phosphates Design, Maintenance, 
Brandenburg, Ky. Urea Che Planning, Scheduling, 
Charleston, Tenn. Nitrogen Production, Sales Joliet, Ill, Acids ME Accounting, CHEMICALS Lake Charles, La. Hydrazine le Marketing 

—Inorganic Little Rock, Ark. Petrochemicals Chemistry Financial Analysis 
—Organic & Mcintosh, Ala. Insecticides Accounting Distribution ysis, 
Specialty New Haven, Conn Pesticides Business Adm. Project Engineer 
—Agricultural | Niagara Falls, N.Y, | Polyurethane Transportation | (print startup & = Pasadena, Texas Carbon Dioxide Marketing ca i up 

Rochester, N.Y. Animal Health onstruction): Saltvilie, Va. Products Research Engineering, 
Automotive Chemicals Technical Service 
Other derivatives 

Alumina ChE 
Burnside, La Aluminum Ee 

METALS Chattanooga, Tenn. | Aluminum Extrusions | ME panufacturing 
—Aluminum Gulfport, Miss. Aluminum Sheet, Plate, | Metallurgy Sales 

—Brass Hannibal, Ohio Coils Met. Engineering Maintenance 
—Ormet, Corp. East Alton, Ill. Brass Fabricated Parts | Accounting Finance 

New Haven, Conn. Sheet & Strip — Brass | Business Adm. Metals R&D 
Sedalia, Mo. Roll Bond Ind Tech. etals 

Wire & Cable Ind. Mgmt. 

parboniging Paper ChE Marketing 
ine Printing Papers * Process Engineering FOREST FRODS, West Monroe, La. Specialty Paper ety sp Plant Engineering 

Oia Pisgah Forest, N.C. _ Products Tach PI Research & Dev. —Olinkraft, Inc. | Covington, Indiana | Cigarette Paper & . Statistician 
—Ecusta Filters 1E Systems Engineering —Film Cellophane ME ia Production 

Kraft Bags se ; ematics Management 
Kraft Paper usiness Adm. | General IE 
Kraftboard Cartons Accounting Design and 
Corrugated Containers Development 
Olinkraft Lumber Accounting 

WINCHESTER: East Alton, Ill. Sporting Arms {nd Teen, pioduction Control 
WESTERN New Haven, Conn. Ammunition ME Man ete 

Marion, Ill. Powder Actuated tools Mathematics Nantes 
Kingsbury, Ind. Smokeless Ball Che Saibe ngineering 

Powders Accounting Financial Analysis Solid Propellants Business Adm. | P, co 
Safety Flares Marketing Marketing 
Franchised Clubs Personnel Mgt R&D "8 

Physics 
Ind. Mgmt. 

If you find this chart interestin you fin 1S Chart interesting, 

we're i el ere interested. 
For additional information about Olin, 

please contact your Placement Office or write Mr. Monte H. Jacoby, College Relations Officer, 
Olin, 460 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Olin is a Plan for Progress company and an equal opportunity employer (M & F). 
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Doing More Than Selling Sliderules 
- George Doremus on Polygon 

” bea d Polygon Engineering Council is the recognized 
student governing body on the engineering cam- 

—— mn pus. This statement should not be taken to mean 
__ ' _— that the council represents a majority of engineer- 

i ‘ re i gy ing students. The council, on the contrary, is com- 

; : 2 " posed of two representatives from each of eleven 
-_ Vo . professional societies whose combined member- 

. ee rrr ship totals about 800 students or 30 per cent of 
_. pF oF we  . the total engineering body. Without a doubt, this 
_ o.% A _ is the largest student opinion group on engineer- 

a. .UlUc lk LLrtr~CtC~s~—~CisS ing campus. 
ell r—s——=—C'@SRES Having defined the composition and constituen- 
oo \ oe Ly cy of Polygon, it is now necessary to answer the 

a SS —rtéi<“—i~—OSO / i question that the council members are most often 
oa a oT : asked — what does Polygon do? The standard an- 
‘ag . ye to _ swer to this question is: a lot of behind-the-scenes 

eo , 3% Wo _ work. To an extent, this is true, although Polygon 
r all | iY yo ~ : does coordinate the St. Pat’s dance and activities 

4) \ 3 Pk A and initiates the Engineering Exposition. Some of 
gi. oe. CO fen the more unobtrusive and yet necessary jobs that 

“ a . Ce oo, A Ja Polygon handles are representing the engineering 
on lalate body in student senate, interviewing both students 

and faculty for college of engineering awards, 
selling reduced price slide rules, and acting upon 
student suggestions for improvements. 

Supposing that such a list of activities still 
breeds indifference and pained glances of mock- 
ery (as it has in the past) then | would offer you 
something to really sink your teeth into if, as | am 
told, that would make Polygon more credible. 

Three new activities have recently been, or soon 
will be, initiated by the council. These include a 
new course and instructor evaluation program, an 
outstanding teaching award program on a depart- 
mental and an all-campus basis, and a student- 
faculty interaction committee for improvement of 
both social and academic relations between stu- 
dents and faculty. 

The course and instructor evaluation program 
will bear no resemblance to past Polygon evalua- 

(continued on next page) 
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POLYGON continued 

tions. It will presumably be carried out in conjunc- although much superior here to that found on the 
tion with WSA and will be aimed at obtaining ob- Hill, could still be greatly improved. Many may say 

jective results which will be published and dis- that this presents no problem on our campus, but 
tributed to the students. (Past evaluations have when a good number of seniors each year do not 
gone directly back to the instructor to be used as know three professors well enough to submit fac- 
seen fit.) In order that the new evaluation be car- ulty appraisals for placement to them, then | can 
tied out in a manner so as to emphasize construc- only assume that true student-faculty interaction is 
t.ve criticism of both course work and instruction, minimal. The committee being set up to deal with 
a great number of people and a great amount of the interaction problem has a formidable job be- 
participation will be necessary. Call the play on fore it. Only your suggestions and aid can gradu- 
tne field, not from the armchair. ally close the student-faculty gap. 

Outstanding teaching awards may be a major Polygon is doing something! And it’s about time 
step toward improving the quality of engineering for some of you outstandingly apathetic critics-on- 

instruction. A uniform set of requirements, based all subjects to quit grumbling about weak student 
solely on teaching performance, will be drawn up governments which accomplish nothing. We can 
by a committee of the council. Guided by these do as much as you want to see done, but it takes 

requirements, an outstanding instructor will be people who aren’t going to run from responsibility 
chosen from each department. From this group of (into the nearest bar where they talk about not 
distinguished instructors, an all-engineering-cam- having the time to get involved in anything). 
pus award winner will be chosen by Polygon on Actively participate, attend Polygon’s meetings 
tne basis of criteria not yet established. Once (with suggestions and complaints) or drop your 
again there is a tremendous amount of work to be suggestions into either of two Polygon boxes lo- 
done to make this idea a reality. An opportunity cated in the Mechanical and EE lobbies. If Poly- 
for a maximum departmental participation exists gon is weak or hung up in your opinion, ask your- 
if you want t> help Polygon accomplish this task. self when you've ever tried to improve it. 

Program number three, student-faculty interac- by George Doremus 
tion, involves an area of student interest which, President, Polygon 

ha 
\ 

tis 

[| eae 3 x 

2] MEANS (ar 
CHALLENGE WY 

OPPORTUNITY Z 
RECOGNITION 

AEP nol DIVISION Creative talent and design ability 
‘ . are given early recognition in our . : 

Engineering Department. Our di-| Are you interested in starting a 
Built on Engineering Innovations | versified, exciting products include training Program which will lead 

for the Automotive, Earth-moving, | motorcycles, golf cars, commercial to becoming a contracting Sneieet 
farm Tractor and Material Handling | cars, and new experimental vehi- for Wisconsin’s largest Mechanical 
Industries. cles. Inquire about our comprehen- Contractor? If so, the Paul J. Grunau 

sive training program open to select | Company offers | challenging posi- 

A good place for people with ideas | gtaduates in mechanical engineer- tions to graduating Mechanical and 
to work and grow. ing. Our young engineers assist a| Civil Engineering students. 

Senior Project Engineer with all] we specialize in heating, air con- 
For employment opportunities, send } Phases of development from original] gitioning, sheet metal, plumbing 
resume or contact: design through performance testing. ] and fire protection work, and we 

For more information, write, en-| rank 49th in a listing of 200 top 

closing a description of your educa- | Mechanical Contractors in the na- 
tion and biographical history to tion as prepared by Domestic Engi- 

oo ne be ren) 
Director of Employee Relations | PERSONNEL SUPERVISOR ONLI EY lec coset 
UOP-Bostrom Division HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO. P , 

133 W. Oregon Street P.O. Box 653 Paul E. Grunau 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 Paul J. Grunau Company 

307 West Layton Ave. 
An Equal Opportunity Emplover Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207 
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° Help wanted: 

economically? 
Situation: Complete design scheme for tools, 

jigs, and fixtures needed. Also 

need plans detailing how much time 

will be required, under optimum 

conditions, for line changeover. 

Question: Is there some way we can 

implement this change by utilizing 

most of the existing machinery 

at the plant? 

Problem: As a modest volume plant, it is 

imperative that we don’t lose 

valuable time and resulting sales. 

Suggest you visit the Mexico City 

Plant where a similar changeover 

occurred. Would appreciate solu- 

tion by Friday, next week. Thanks. 

Want to work on a challenging assignment like this? If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're looking 
A new member of the manufacturing engineering team for challenging assignments and the rewards that come 

at Ford Motor Company does. Today his job may be from solving them, come work for the Better Idea company. 
establishing the manufacturing sequence of a new engine. See our representative when he visits your campus. Or 
Tomorrow, it may be determining the manufacturing feasi- send a resume to Ford Motor 
bility of a new product idea. Company, College Recruit- 

To assist in solving assignments like these, our people ing Department. The 
have a giant network of computers at their service. Com- American Road, Dear- 
plete testing facilities. The funds they need to do the job born, Michigan 48121. An 
right. equal opportunity employer. 
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An informal report on a few current projects at Shell. Some of them might seem like offbeat 
work for an oil company. But this is acompany that contributes broadly and significantly to society. 

A company of experts that brings out the best in its engineering, scientific and business people. 

Gu? Shell scientists _ stillbiggerstructuresintheworks. lon of refined product from a gal- 
have come up with And we are operating in con- lonof feedstock. And we are using 
a vast improve- _ siderably deeper water from float- | sophisticated techniques to tailor- 

2 ment over even ing platforms.We are alsosearch- make products by reassembling 

“ss ~ the most talented ing on land in 16 states to help hydrocarbon molecules. 
oe ne ae bas on meet burgeoning energy needs. The pursuit of excellence leads 

nated with it al kill fies in poo Digestible detergents Shell into a variety of fields, both 
The main trouble on and off the beaten track for an 

stall for up to three months. And Fad ‘ . 
aan ~~ : aii with detergents oil company. If you have a more- 

VAPONA‘*® insecticide combined Nee j ‘ : 
: n we A Ee is they don’t go _ than-one-track mind, a desire to 

with CIODRIN" insecticide keeps eae ; : i 
oT away. They pol- explore, to pit your skills against 

cows fly-free 24 hours a day— Foo. ; 
x : lutestreams,make many kinds of problems, there 

even out in pasture. Give you +44 water foamy. The solution: could be a place for you in Shell ideas for further applications? detergent y. ds that . : 
a |ergent ‘COMmpoun eh a he Perhaps your training in engi- 

Energy from under the sea degtadablas” slean akce Ta neering, science or business can 

Shell is heading Ke as effectively, but keep treats GORtnUte TO tOMGrreW's Hew 
into ever-deeper By free-ol d : developments. For information 

ey Bs etergent foam. Elsewhere ; 
waterinthesearch ress) in the chemical part of our busi- 220Ut openings throughout Shell 
for oil and natural SIREEE Shell hh sign up at the placement office 

Sess. ness, Shell research has resulted f F ‘ ith 

gas. Recently ve SS in a wealth of plastics for home fF aninterview with ourrepresent- 
designed andinstalledpermanent —anq industry, and fertilizers to ative..Or write ta Q.C..Stanberty, 
drilling/production platforms as alleviate food shortages Recruitment Representative, 
tall as a 34-story building, with , Dept. E, The Shell Companies, 

The name of the game Box 2099, Houston, Texas 77001. 
More gasoline per ~=—4 
barrel of crude 4 
oil delights engi- CA 
neers, scientists Ge \ 
and conservation- “2 
ists alike. Our new hydrocrackers 
actually produce more than a gal- 

Acompany of experts 
Shell Oil Company + Shell Chemical Company = Shell 
Development Company + Shell Pipe Line Corporation 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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The Internal Study Committee 
by Jo Ann Albertson 

Two years ago, in 1966, Chancellor Robben Fleming 7; Be ef os 
sent a charge to each of the colleges at the UW-Madison. keiggae ee ee 
The charge consisted of eight questions dealing with ee) 9. oe) ae) i ac 
teaching, grading, student-faculty relations, and meth- = — * oe ee & Mg RN Ne 
ods for improving the level of instruction. For two years MBN : cdl ae : a4 _ey.. Ae 
the ISC’s worked on these questions and wrote recom- s.® Si ee i ie Me ts 7 
mendations to the faculty. In the College of Engineering == oe sy . “i A — 
these recommendations included the institution of pass- py a 4 cs hte : ip 
fail, recommendations on teaching assistants and their ~“ Fee ee * a ) hy ie a mae 
qualifications and training, setting up of a Committee #8 wna pig ‘ Ss Y eee fs oe 
on Engineering Education to study the methods of in- ~~) [Qua Me — Ai os ed bs 
struction and their effectiveness, and general sugges- cee SS eed ae 
tions for better student-faculty interaction. Neti oO P ve | lai till” 

This year the ISC has some new faces and new ideas, | gauges 7 | f 4 | Le RX x 
but our first job is to present to the faculty the recom- bes ee — pee Tae a. 
mendations from the previous two years. Much of our 3 = } Ca 0 \ oa he inet 
work to date has been packaging the recommendations = - Pectegant \ é ial fc a ce, 
in a form acceptable to a majority of the faculty—and eae bi . | ti Ll) 
that’s not an easy task. But we feel these recommenda- = si ; | aan Bt ihda i. 
tions to be extremely important to the college. TheCom- == NY i i" y 4 » aie: 
mittee on Engineering Education (COEE) which as = ica , << 
yet has not been approved by the faculty will consist of Jo Ann Albertson is a senior in Nuclear Engineering 
both students and faculty and will study teaching assist- from Mt. Horeb, Wis. In addition to being a member 

ants, flexibility in student programs (i.¢., co-op study, of the Internal Study Committee, she also belongs to 

foreign study, independent study, ete. ), effective teach- the American Nuclear Society, and Student Committee 
ing methods, and other relevant areas, and will review _ ss . . : 
the faculty advising system. An ISC sub-committee is for Public Relations, and Polygon Engineering Council. 

studying instructor-course evaluation which, with Poly- 
gon and WSA, is working on an engineering campus 
evaluation to be undertaken in the near future. Another Members of the Internal Study 
sub-committee is studying methods of furthering stu- Committee are: 

dent contact with faculty. It will shortly be recommend- D. W. Novonty, EE, Chairman 
ing departmental coffee hours, more faculty participa- Jo Ann Albertson NE-4 
tion in professional societies and fraternities, and a George Doremus E-5 
general effort to encourage students to discover that L. B. Greenfield, Admin. 

professors are human. R. A. Greiner EE 
Much of the above comes under the heading of “Old John Hulman CiE-4 

Business,” but that is a misleading term. Every year a Geoffrey Jackson ME-4 
new group of students and faculty get together on the P. G. Kessel EM 
ISC and new thoughts are generated. This year Dean A. J. Kuhn CiE 
Wendt has asked us to continue our effort to improve R. A. Moll MME 
student-faculty interactions and communication and to W. A. Moy IE 

make the educational experience more meaningful for J. A. Niemeyer E-5 
the student. And, as always, the main emphasis will be G. A. Sather ChE 
on the student. Steve Smith EE-4 
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a Engineers, Mathematicians: 

At NSA, our successes depend on yours. 
Because of the nature and scope of systems. You may also participate in will follow systematically as you assume 

the National Security Agency’s related studies of electromagnetic additional responsibility. Further, you 

mission, our successes are in direct propagation, upper atmosphere will enjoy the varied career benefits 

relation to your achievements. phenomena, and solid state devices and other advantages of Federal 

At NSA, we are responsible for using the latest equipment for employment without the necessity of 

designing and developing secure/ advanced research within NSA’s Civil Service certification. 

invulnerable communications and EDP fully instrumented laboratories. Check with your Placement Office for 

systems to transmit, receive and MATHEMATICIANS define, formulate turther information about NSA, or write 

analyze much of our nation’s most vital and solve complex communications- to: Chief, College Relations Branch, 

information. The advancing technologies __ related problems. Statistical National Security Agency, Ft. George 

applied in this work are such that mathematics, matrix algebra, and G. Meade, Md. 20755, Att: M321. 

they will frequently take you beyond combinatorial analysis are but a few An equal opportunity employer, M&F. 

the known and accepted boundaries of the tools applied by Agency 7 . 
of knowledge. Consequently, your mathematicians. Opportunities for Campus Interview Dates: 
imagination and resourcefulness are contributions in computer sciences and December 11 
essential qualifications for success. theoretical research are also offered. 

The Career Scene at NSA Career Benefits 
ENGINEERS will find work which is NSA’s liberal graduate study program <Ere 
performed nowhere else .. . devices permits you to pursue two semesters of oO aR ° 
and systems are constantly being full-time graduate study at full salary. A a = 

developed which are in advance of any Nearly all academic costs are borne by B J a= 

outside the Agency. As an Agency NSA, whose proximity to seven rn, Ce Ky 
engineer, you will carry out research, universities is an additional asset. errs 
design, development, testing and Starting salaries, depending on 
evaluation of sophisticated, large-scale education and experience, range from = 

cryptocommunications and EDP $8845.00 to $15,000.00, and increases national 

security 
agency 
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by Edward F. Obert Students with the aptitudes to become successful 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering college professors can be recognized to a limited extent 

in the high schools, and much more strongly, in the 
junior and senior years of college. What is the primary 
characteristic of these embryo teachers of engineering 

L tes _ [. or science? It is a love of learning without regard for 
es : Gee the passage of time. If study is an enjoyable recreation, 

og < . you have the basic prerequisite for college teaching. 

ig ; The joy of learning — the joy of pushing forward (or 
_ 4 {2 just denting) the frontiers of knowledge — the joy of 
2 SS oe experimentation—the joy of helping others—these are 

Co both the duties and the rewards of the professor. 

as “ Ve ie DUTIES OF THE ENGINEERING PROFESSOR 
\ ee Engineering education offers, more than any other 

' x —_ j pe profession, the broadest spectrum of activities, with the 
5 as ) ; be widest self-selection. These activities can be divided 
oo AN be b a broadly into four general divisions: teaching, research, 

“ 2 consulting, and administration. Each of these divisions 
. oN As a can have many facets: Teaching may be at the under- 

™“ |= a graduate or graduate level; it may be informal with one 
~~ _ ss cS or two students making up the group; it may be formal, 

: : “% ae bom er ’ with lectures to hundreds of students; it may be guid- 
ee 7) \ faa — ance—steering graduate students towards ends which 

— Na ce coe. are not yet evident (even to the professor). Research 
ee us ae sae , may be by groups or by individuals; it may be highly 

ee CD theoretical or highly experimental, or a combination of 
—_— ,. yy  ¢£¢ these; it may be educational: new subjects and new 
oF ii fF laboratories to be developed. Consulting may be techni- 
oo. » cal, directed at a specific problem of an industrial firm 

CO ( (—_ ——— or a government agency; it may be technical-educa- 
_ % >» ro Ls tional to inform other universities (and other countries ) 

— —— oF o [ of advances in research and educational methods. Ad- 
-— _ 4 og fe cf ministration may be the general supervision of a teach- 

_ 4 lie. lcummiiels ; ing unit (such as a department, or a division of the 
ae 7 . es department, or the entire college of engineering); it may 

_ ; ~ be supervision of a research unit (a group of professors 
= 4 and graduate students working on one project); it may 

Ps. . —o be the supervision of graduate students working on 
es a pF many projects. Administration includes the preparation 

7 < Va | fC of proposals (contracts) for industrial and government 
- fe. sponsorship of new ventures in research and teaching, 
_ a ff and also being the steward of literally millions of dollars 
a — of research or teaching equipment and facilities. 
Lo Other duties of the college professor are student 

= guidance (personal problems) and student counselling 
(educational problems), at the high school, college, and 

= ie m graduate level. He must also devise new courses, new 
me curricula, and new laboratories as new phenomena are 

a oe discovered. He must write papers and attend conven- 
; ee tions to keep the world (and himself) informed of the 

ad (continued on next page) 
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TEACHERS continued 

progress in research, and he must write books so that is the PhD degree a prerequisite, but also, a strong 
students can be properly educated. Too, as a member minor in mathematics. Planning should start at the 
of a community, he has civic responsibilities. undergraduate level. The undergraduate curricula in 

Although it is not unusual for the engineering pro- engineering require a calculus sequence which may or 
fessor to do all of the foregoing items (but not all at may not include a fair amount of differential equations, 
the same time.), the professors, and the colleges, tend statistics, linear algebra, numerical analysis, and com- 

to be divided into two classes (with no sharp dividing puter science. Your job as an undergraduate is to cover 
line) depending upon their primary function: Under- all of these subjects with the help of free electives (or 
graduate or graduate education. In a college without special dispensation of your engineering department). 
a graduate program, the principal duty of the professor During the graduate years, the usual two-course se- 
is formal teaching although research and consulting quence of advanced calculus is necessary plus separate 
must be important adjuncts if he is to keep abreast of courses in complex variables and vector analysis, and 
his field. His program might be to teach three or four advanced courses, say, in numerical analysis (or in 
subjects (12 to 20 contact hours per week), and do courses dictated by your research interests). Success is 
individual research and consulting. His research would in sight when a course in real or complex analysis is 
tend to be theoretical rather than experimental (since enjoyable. 
research equipment is expensive ). He may write books, What about courses in physics? The undergraduate 
experiment with teaching methods, or consult with local curriculum will dictate the primary courses of study 
industrial firms. With a graduate program, emphasis while advanced courses should be delayed until you 
shifts towards research and the individual instruction reach mathematical maturity (usually the second year 
of graduate students. In a major college (almost invari- of graduate work). 
ably a unit of a large university ) the primary goal of the What about courses in your major department? Here 
professor (any age) is to be a leader in his specialty. your advisor (and the department) will specify a re- 
This leadership is established when the research of the quired sequence; any free time will be filled with mathe- 
professor (and his team of graduate students ) is evalu- matics, physics, and a possible elective or two of interest 
ated and praised by others (and publication is a pre- in another department. 
requisite for universal evaluation ). It follows that the Should I go to a small school or to a large university 
major professors in large universities have little time for my undergraduate training? It all depends on the 
available for formal teaching (3 to 6 contact hours per particular small school and the particular university. In 
week) and much of the undergraduate instruction is general, I would prefer the small school if ECPD accred- 
done either by teaching assistants (graduate students) ited (better and more personal teaching) for under- 
or by the use of large lecture sections. graduate work, while the large university is practically 

(Whether you, the high school or college student, demanded for a solid PhD degree. Which of the large 
should now aim for graduate versus undergraduate universities to select, depends upon your field of special- 
teaching is best left for the future to decide since the ization. Here your advisor can help, or see surveys such 
same educational preparation is demanded. ) as “An Assessment of Quality in Graduate Education.” 

(American Council on Education, Washington, D.C.). 
COLLEGE PREPARATION Who will pay for your graduate education? If your 

. . . undergraduate average is 3.5 (of 4.0) or higher, fellow- 
Itis not at all unusual to hear students being advised ships should be forthcoming from several schools (but 

to forsake engineering as a career unless they enjoy and not necessarily from the school of your choice) (apply 
have received excellent grades in mathematics and before February] ). Teaching assistantships are relative- 

physics. Such advice is often unfortunate, if not wrong; ly easy to obtain (although several extra years in resi- 
since an engineering education (BS and MS) is the dence will be required). ° 
broadest background for the usual man who must earn Does the college professor have to be a brilliant 
his living in the technical society of today. Industry can speaker, quick of wit, good-looking, able to withstand 
hire over 50,000 graduates per year for the many engi- the crossfire of eager questions? Not at all. College stu- 

neering jobs (design, research, etc.) and the many more: dents respect a well-organized lecture, not verbal fire- 
jobs that require engineering decisions with a minimum works. Check the good teachers that you have already 

of mathematics (sales, management, etc. ). Moreover, experienced and draw your own conclusions. 

the students with poor grades in the sciences may be 
reflecting poor teaching of these subjects in the high MOST IMPORTANT 
schools (and the colleges) rather than a lack of apti- 
tude. Many of our most creative engineers are relatively I have delayed until the end to state why you should 
poor mathematicians (and many of our PhD students want to become a teacher. In industry, one has the satis- 
“discover” [i.e., enjoy] mathematics relatively late in faction of a job well done. These same satisfactions are 
their training). there for the college professor and, in addition, one 

On the other hand, the college professor must not other: The undying gratitude of the students you have 
only be creative, he must live and work in a community helped—not all of the students—but a goodly number. 
of scholars where mathematics is the universal language. This is the bonus reward for being a professor. 
If you intend to be a college professor (or if you intend (This article first appeared in the February, 1968, 4 
to do original work in your field of research), not only “Jets Journal”) . \ 
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In the time 

it takes to complete 

some training programs 

We feature a sort of to make sure that you 
ane Se do-it-yourself training, can grab more as soon as 

@ rather than long, dreary you can handle it. 
formal programs. It's your If 4 a ; i you have a degree in 

ball, ie we'llgo all oul chemistry, chemical, 
to pe pyou Shaws ius mechanical or industrial 
as far and Oo a engineering, physics or 
eedahond it willbe marketing or accounting 

thes & f One Wi ee 4 —-plus a large degree of 
oe Ye TOM ke toke initiative and imagina- 

eth Our or eC 10R) tion—Celanese has a lot 
will be hove oo to offer you. In profes- 
will be thorough. sional growth. In rewards 
And, frankly, we need based on performance, 
youonthejobrightnow. not how old youare or 
To help us continue a how long you've been 
growth rate that’s zoomed with us. 
from 318 million to 1.1 Discuss us with r 
billion dollars in sales faculty and BicvemanE 

OVER the last 10 years. officer. Talk to our repre- 
Besides a lot of hard work, sentative wHeA HS's'GA 

we think the reason is your campus. Or write to: 

that we are really many john B. Kuhn, Manager of 
companies. Fibers. University Recruitment, 
Chemicals. Plastics. Coat-  Gejgnese Corporation 

ings. Petroleum. Each 522 Fifth Avenue, New 
pursuing its area of York, N.Y. 10036 

een Sete an equal opportunity employer 

plan. This freedom of 
operation makes it 
possible to give you as 
much responsibility as 
you're ready for. And 
we'll work along with you CELANESE 
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is z= Foreign Students 
baal NV at 
Sk ‘ sr 

Bier i \ua 

ieee agi in high school, conscientious work during college, and 
cba _.. not switching colleges in the University. Many Ameri- 
— cans enrolled in Engineering as freshmen transfer to 

_ Letters and Science after a few semesters, while the 
ie oe situation is usually the reverse for foreign students. 
a oo : Financial difficulty is one of the toughest obstacles 

Sos sf faced by foreign students. High relative costs in the 
— = United States pressure foreign students into studying 

: _ / : harder. Regulations from our embassies and fear of 
ee i losing scholarships and fearing failure of our objectives 

| ; 3 : force many of us to study harder instead of participating 
a more in extra-curricular activities on campus. The lack 

be — rts of opportunities for social education hurts Engineering 
ie students more than the other students. 

It may not be a bad idea to describe some aspects 
5 Ps td a, fh related to the life of foreign students. Besides English, 

Massoud Mishouil is a senior in ee . ee cL. 
an : which is a common difficulty, foreign students have to 

Nuclear Engineering from Tehran, face a culture, society, and ideas different from their 
Iran. He is a member of Tau Beta Pi, home lands. As a matter of fact, it is an education to be 
Phi Kappa Phi, and the Wisconsin away from home. On the one hand is the challenge of 
Engineer business staff. being a good ambassador and a good spokesman for 

your country. On the other hand, there is the challenge 
of learning all you can from your sojourn in the United 
States. The lasting worth of our total experience results 
from the effectiveness with which we meet these chal- 

by Massoud Mishouil lenges. 

, As part of my education, I realized that only two kinds 
of people exist in the world: those who believe every- 
body is alike, and those who believe everybody is differ- 

The percentage of foreign students at the University ent. In the beginning, I felt somewhat discountenanced 
of Wisconsin is one of the greatest in the nation. Lan- when Thad conversations like this: 
guage barriers and deficiencies in the industrial develop- “Where are you from: 
ment of their home countries urge many of them, mostly “I am from Tran. 
graduate students, to enroll in the College of Engi- “Oh, Iraq. 
neering. “No, Iran... Persia. — 

On weekends, holidays and vacation, foreign students Aha! Iran, L have read about your country in high 
are sometimes the only ones in libraries and study halls, school; isn’t it in South America? . . 

although some of them do stay home to watch television “No, your geography is as bad as mine. It is in the 

or stop at a tavern. This isn’t unusual since most of us Middle East. . >» 

came to this country to study and learn. Very selective ‘T thought sO. How do you like it here? 

admission to the University is one of the reasons that Very much, indeed. / 

this group is hard working. Most of the foreign students However, after a few years, I found myself becoming 
come from the top twenty-five percent of their class, accustomed to hearing one of my professors who also 

while the state students are admitted much less selec- hails from the Middle East referring to me as “The Guy 

tively. Although in a given freshman class, foreign stu- from South America.” I guess people are everywhere 

dents enrolled in Engineering compose less than one or the same. 
two percent, the number exceeds ten percent in the 4 

senior year. This increase is due to better background \ 
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Engineering and Science at IBM 
6 . . . . 

The interdisciplinary 

environment keeps you wy. 
yr ~ 

technologically hot’ Y 
- ae ie - 

“Working in data processing today pretty much De ee. Pe. 
means you work in a broad spectrum of tech- é we Ee \ 4 ‘ 7 
nologies,” says Nick Donofrio. : -_ : — 7 . 

An Associate Engineer at IBM, Nick is a LD \\ \ , 7 f N 
1967 graduate in Electrical Engineering. ~— AVA’ a] Ad ee 
He’s using his technical background Vow ia mf, hlCU 4 
to design circuits for computer é TS ll rz fj ‘ 

“Circuit design used to be a narrow _ \ ~o . > ia 
job,” he says. ‘Today it can take you \ \ > | j 4 Cfo i 
into the frontyard of halfadozen dif- ae ‘| oS as 7 2 
ferent fields. In my job, for exam- ’ ( | | ae Lo 
ple, | consult with systems design 4 < mL q oe en, - 
engineers, chemists, physicists, See ae, | * 4 | < 3 

metallurgists, and programmers.” 4 4 : a a 2 

The interdisciplinary environment a e a : mi - 
at IBM helps an engineer or scientist “ee = ta y 
keep up to date technologically. As Nick oe “ r_ 
puts it, ““You’re constantly exposed to what’s Va 4. . Me - -¥ ' 

happening in other fields.” |: 4 Gf ad 

IBM needs technical graduates to work in ~~ 5 @ — 
research, design and development, manufactur- if 7 a 3 
ing, product test, field engineering, and space and . ss , 
defense projects. We also need technical people x & . i 

in programming and marketing. ee 

Check with your placement office 

If you’re interested in engineering or science 

at IBM, ask your placement office for more 
information. Or send a letter or resume to 
Mr. Irv Pfeiffer, IBM Corporation, Dept. 

CA2020, 100 South Wacker Drive, A 

Chicago, Illinois 60606. 6 

We'd like to hear from you even if you’re headed 

for graduate school or military service. ” Ae 

An Equal Opportunity Employer f‘ ‘ 

IBM i SS ® 
(: 

. 
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Do you think 
a bright ‘0 ¢ engi 

his most imaginative years 0 
? the same assignment! 

Neither d either do we. 
That’swhywehaveatwo- _ You may select special- 

year RotationProgramfor ssf MM SsCized jobs, or broad systems- 

graduating engineers who ~  @ _ type jobs. Or you can choose 

would prefer toexplore several , ie a not to change assignments if 

technical areas. Andthat’swhy  & Pde you'd rather develop in-depth 

many of our areas are organ- Fe Cikills in one area. 

ized by function—rather than | Either way, we think 
by project. OD <. _. you'll like the Hughes ap- 

At Hughes, you might 4g =< proach. 
work on spacecraft, communi- 3 It means you'll become 

cations satellites and/or tacti- i ~moreversatileinashorter 
cal missiles during your first If you qualify, we'll arrange for time. eaieecemeeeeeneay 

two years. you to work on several different (And your } HUGHES ' 

All you need isanEE,ME assignments...and you can salary will t_----..-.-------__ 

or Physics degree and talent. help pick them. show it.) ""“Kenosrace vivisions 

Some of the current openings at Hughes: ._____-..-----------------., 
' I 

Microwave & Antenna Engineers For additional information, f 

Electro-Optical Engineers please contact your College ! CAM PUS i 

Microcircuit Engineers Placement Director or write: 1 ! 

Space Systems Engineers Mr. Robert A. Martin { INTE RVIEWS 

Missile Systems Engineers Head of Employment { February 21 { 

Guidance & Controls Engineers Hughes Aerospace Divisions i ' 

Spacecraft Design Engineers rao w. J B ' Contact College Placement | 
; . Jefferson Blvd. ! ; 5 ' 

Weapon Systems Engineers Culver City, California 90230 l Office to arrange interview 

Components & Materials Engineers vs \ appointment. j 

Circuit Design Engineers U.S. Citizenship is required { ! 

Product Design Engineers An equal opportunity employer LL wh eee m ewww weed 
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are relatively unimportant. 

IS not. 

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, 

we invite you to consider a career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, 

you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth with a 

company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic 

atmosphere of aerospace technology. 

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. 

Give them the equipment and facilities only a leader can provide. Offer 

them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities. Encourage 

them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them 

reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can manage. 

Reward them well when they do manage it. 

And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents 

required. Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL 
e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL e CIVIL e MARINE e 

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY 
e@ MATERIALS SCIENCE e CERAMICS e MATHEMATICS e STATISTICS 

e COMPUTER SCIENCE e ENGINEERING SCIENCE e ENGINEERING 
MECHANICS. 

Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, 

Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, 
Connecticut 06108. 

6 von » . 
kes a Pratt & Whitney AI Crat ose oF unite aRenarr conronarion 

a “ee KJ EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT A 
rssY WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA Ait canal Sean Embleet
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Of course, if your father’s a millionaire, or you’re about to advanced military vehicle projects will be more your cup 

marry an heiress, you have no problems. But, if not, then of tea. Like the new M551 General Sheridan, for instance. 

there’s only one sensible thing to do. Come to work at The powershift transmission, of course, is our specialty, 

Allison Division of General Motors. and even the gun launcher is an Allison brainchild. 

There’s nothing cold or cruel here. Just the opposite. Par- There’s more. And you can be part of it. Take your time. 

ticularly if you’re an engineer with big ideas. Aerospace Check them all. But don’t forget Allison. Remember, life 

projects? Allison’s got them. Turbofan, Turbojet. Turbo- can be beautiful . . . even without an heiress. 

prop. Turboshaft. Military and commercial applications Send for Allison’s new brochure: Destination Tomorrow. 

right across the board. Write: Ken Friedlein, Scientific Placement, Dept. 300, 

Maybe you're more down-to-earth. Fine. Some of Allison’s Allison Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206. 

Allison gu | 
An equal opportunity employer M/F 

Mane OF FLERLEENES 
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@ 1969 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING EXPOSITION 

by Mary Ingeman THE THEME the smaller societies have much 
OF THE EXPOSITION less income and really need more | 

Comparison of historical engi- Oey than the larger societies do. 

neering (Galileo, Copernicus, Har- To qualify, a society must do 
vey, Herod, etc.) to the current three things: ae . 

This year the engineering soci- _ frontiers of science — or, really, en- 1. Enter an exhibit in the Ex- 
eties’ part in the Engineering Ex- gineering in depth. position (following the 
position is going to be a little dif- Technology approached without theme outlin ed above). 
ferent than in past Expositions. perspective is somewhat vacant. This exhibit will be pre- 

Previously, each society member Just a technical display leaves the judged 3 week prior to the 
contributed some arbitrary num- viewer of a project feeling the ideas Exposition only to qualify 
ber of points to his society when- _ he’s seeing are somewhat “magic”. for profits. Judging for 
ever he worked on Expo for an Actually, many, if not all, of our prizes will be done at the 
hour. These points were all totaled — modern technical ideas have some Exposition, ; 
at the end of Expo, and the number _ origin far back in history. 2. Provide two members of 
of points determined how large a For example, if a society, such as your society to serve on a 
share of the profits that society ASME, wanted to do a project on major Expo committee 
would get. the jet-packs to propel a man . where needed, 

Also, in pervious years, there through the air, they could show 3. Sella proportionate amount 
were no set criteria for the type of that as early as Da Vinci, plans of promotional butt ons 
project or what the project should were made for man to fly under his based on total society 
involve. own power. Da Vinci designed membership. . . 

Both of the areas have changed __ both a set of individual wings and What this means, essentially, IS 
this year—there is no longer a a bicycle-type helicopter asa means _ that, if ten societies qualified un- 
“point-system” for dividing the of self-propulsion through the air. der these rules, then a profit of 
money, but, rather, an equal divi- $1200 would be divided evenly 
sion of profits among all qualifying DIVISION OF PROFITS among them, and each society 
societies, and there is a definite set . would receive $120. f criteris Me wt This year, the profits of the Expo- These new rules were made only of criteria for a society project. aye : ei - aoe sition will be divided evenly among after long debate by the exhibits 

SOCIETY PROJECT — 1969 the societies that qualify for their committee members. They would 
share. This eliminates a lot of appreciate any comments or sug- 

This year, judging of the society messy book-keeping and a lot of gestions and would be happy to 
project will be based: unfair advantage. It is obvious that answer any questions you or your 

- 60% on originality and appro- a larger society would find it easier society might have. 
priateness to the theme to accrue large numbers of points 

-40% on presentability and than one of the smaller societies d 
craftsmanship with about thirty members. Also, yy 
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— “Higher societies can maintain that of job enlargement. The first 

gore, themselves in equilibrium only paragraph was written late in the 

: am : if labor is divided; the attrac- nineteenth century, and the second 

De " oe tion of like for like less and less within the last twenty years. Both 

G ba ed 4 suffices to produce this result. are generally representative of their 

ee ae ... We can then say that, in generation’s thinking. The term “job 

Ss ceoergere es cee higher societies, our duty is not enlargement” was first coined by 

—f ae to spread our activity over a Charles Walker of Yale University, 

“* “ — | large surface, but to concen- in 1947, after results of studies done 

A oN ——— trate and specialize it. We at International Business Machines’ 

; . ” ee 4 must contract our horizon, Endicott, New York, plant. An ap- 

Soe “het choose a definite task, and im- propriate definition of job enlarge- 

- ~ Yo ea , - merse ourselves in it com- ment for this paper is, “the expan- 

‘BN _ . a | pletely, instead of trying to sion of job content to include a wider 

vj. ee make ourselves a sort of cre- variety of tasks and to increase the 

l « on... JU ative masterpiece, quite com- _ workers’ freedom of peace, responsi- 

eS ee (\ oy plete, which contains its worth __ bility for checking quality, and dis- 

4 oo raat Pell Mee aad in itself and not in the service cretion for method.” 

4 é — that it renders. Finally, this spe- What are the goals of job enlarge- 

. . cialization ought to be pushed ment? The first reason that comes to 

hy Dennis Kaetterhenry, TE4 as far as the elevation of the the mind of many, including man- 
social type, without assigning _ agers, line employees, and outsiders, 
any other limit to it....We is that job enlargement is a manage- 

have shown above how activi- ment scheme to increase productiv- 

ty becomes richer and morein- ity and thus profits. This is, inciden- 
tense as it becomes more spe- tally, what it has done in most cases. 
cialized. However, these were not the initial 

nor most important reasons behind 

In contrast, Peter Drucker has its development. Most of the compa- 

stated four requirements for opti- nies that tried it were large and well 

mum use of a production employee, __ established, for example, IBM and 

which summarizes many years of his Sears Roebuck and Company. It 

research. They are, one, the worker might be said that companies had to 

must understand what he is doing be in a good financial state before 

and be interested in it. Second, the —_ they would be willing to underwrite 

worker must understand what is go- such a change, because it went 

ing on around him and how he fits__ against all experience of scientific 

into it. Third, he must feel that he is | management. Witness Emile Durk- 

a real member of his working com- heim in the opening paragraph of 

munity. Lastly, he must get recog- this paper and also Frederick Tay- 

nition, prestige, and a chance to par- lor’s work. Indeed, two of Taylor's 

ticipate in the government of this duties of management were to de- 

community. velop a science for each element of 

The two paragraphs above illus- a man’s work to replace old tradi- 

trate the change, over the last seven- tional methods, and to scientifically 

ty-five years, in management think- _ select, train, and develop a worker 

ing from that of job specialization to instead of allowing him to choose 
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his tasks and methods. This type of frequent rest periods (usually causes —_ converting plant which received pa- 
management truly did raise produc- _a decrease in production), music in _ per in large rolls and then cut, print- 
tion and efficiency from the tradi- the work area, and grouping of ed, laminated, folded, and glued the 

tional (at that time) haphazard ways, workers into competitive teams (this paper into various paper cartons, 
but what has happened is that man- could result in a worker being bored such as ice cream or cookie. In the 
agers have extrapolated this to with his job and being angry with folding and gluing department, the 
iede degrees of pea his neighbor). These and other meth- — machines would take the otherwise 

ares Walker sound. that the AW ods ‘have not changed the job, but _ finished carton and fold and glue it 
of diminishing returns also applies ; ji ; : 

cae Ca & have tried to change the environ- into collapsible form. These cartons 
to the subdivision of jobs in that a , ! i 

. ‘ ment and the worker’s attitude to- were then packed into cardboard 
bored operator does not turn out a ae : i : me 

hi : . ward his job — trying to make him _ boxes in quantities of two hundred 
igh quality product. Thus there f ; Sense ‘ 

: . : 4 . eel more important. I imagine that _ and fifty. Machine speed was about 
must be a point of optimum sub- ‘ fe at rand : 
division of jobs in some situations this might be suc- _ one thousand cartons per minute. At 

Jons. cessful, but I would find it quite dif- the end of the machines two packers 
Getting back to the original ques- _ ficult being honest in telling a work- assembled the cardboard boxes, put 

tion about the goals of job enlarge- er of his importance when in fact in the spacers, packed the box, 
ment, the first company to put itinto | most employees in repetitive jobs placed the filled box on the conveyor, 
operation was IBM, and their rea- _ are really expendable. In fact, when —_and repeated the operations. Each 
sons for doing so are typical of the successful, what of the employee box used had to be numbered, thus 
early innovators. Their initialreasons — when he knows that the mostimpor- _ one could number them all at once 
were to build morale, increase job _ tant thing he will do all day may be _ or in small quantities. I found that I 
interest, and to provide their em- tightening bolts? Would not his — would only number perhaps twenty- 
ployees with continuous education evaluation of himself go down, thus _ five so that I would have to do it 
so as to make them more valuable to —_a_ negative effect? I think it would more often. I also limited the num- 
the company and also toincrease the — and feel safe in saying that mine _ ber of spacers I brought to my work- 
probability of continued employ- — would. At any rate, the other meth- _ space so that I would have to go get 
ment. Perhaps, being that thesewere ods are really only external to the — more more often. This may sound 
the goals, this is another reason why cause of monotony—the repetitious quite stupid, but to me it was very 
large companies were the first in- job. That is where the problem is —_ important—I looked forward to the 
volved. They had the time, money, and where the change must come. breaks in routine these excursions 
and interes ry and i th : . rovided. Mos s men ha and interest to try and. improve the Thus far we have been looking at pr ovided Most of the other men had 
condition of their work force. Re- . similar petty systems to beat the 

; oe caged 4 job enlargement generally from the ; 
gardless of the reasons for their in- ‘ monotony. However, on some ma- 

: cop: top down, and have not said much : ; ; 
volvement, the important point is : chines there was a special man who 

: ; about the needs and attitudes of the 
that job enlargement was given the ; took care of the boxes and spacers 

: workers. It is unfortunate that the : : 
chance it needed. gs and on these machines time went 

needs of the worker in order of im- 
‘ ‘ much slower. So one can see that 

Accepting the above mentioned _ portance to the worker are often con- vo aye : "aie 
: even minor things like these make a 

goals, could not they be achieved by fused by managers. Before I men- ; : 
: : ; difference—how much more job en- 

methods other than job enlarge- tion these needs, I want to recount 5 : 
oy : cond . ; : ; largement? Most of the men in the 

ment? The answer is a partial yes. _a personal experience with a repeti- : 
s a? . ; plant were more or less resigned to 

Many other methods have been tried tious job I held for one summer a 4 
z : : . Toe their work and had to be—they were 

but they have not been as effective. few years ago. I hope to illustrate 
Pee 3 ° : too old to make a change and knew 

Before job enlargement and even that employees have to have some : : : « : ae ‘ a Elae it. Their advice to me was, “get your 
now, firms tried job rotation (in this form of break from monotony and wal din education S6vou AGu’t have 
way a worker could get bored with __ that they will find one if none is pro- ve eeu oe . 
more than one job at a time), more vided. I was employed in a paper (continued on next page) 
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JOB ENLARGEMENT continued 

to do this all your life.” bears his initials as in some of the _ tolerances would affect the part and 
What are these men looking for in cases below. As a result of this, he how to use test equipment. 

their jobs, not specifically, but gen- feels more important and feels that One of the more serious attacks 
erally? I mentioned before the order he is a worth-while part of the pro- against job enlargement is that, as a 
of needs in a job that the employee duction system. When this is accom- result, many workers, now excess, 
felt and how that list is seen by man- plished his entire attitude toward are laid off. At IBM, of the displaced 
agers. In a study of twenty-four in- the company is changed, they are setup men and inspectors, none took 
dustrial plants, employees and fore- now in a sense working for the same a reduction in pay, none were laid 
men were asked the question, “which goals — a quality product. off, and many received promotions 
of these morale factors is most im- Before illustrating the above para- and higher pay. In the milling de- 
portant to the workers?” and then graphs with actual cases, I want to _ Partment, out of thirty-five displaced 
were given a list of ten factors. Fol- hake one point clear what job en- setup men, twenty-five became op- 

lowing are the ratings: largement is not. Job enlargement is _ erators, twelve were promoted, and 
By Supervisors: not job expansion. Just by expanding two _ voluntarily left the company. 

1. Good Wages the repetition of a job is not enlarg- | These changes, of course, did not 
2. Job Security ing it. For example, at IBM one girl all happen at once as some stayed 
3. Promotion and Growth attached all the yellow wires to a longer as trainers and instructors. 

4. Good Working Conditions panel, another all the green ones, When applying job enlargement, 
5. Work That Keeps One Inter- and so on. They then “enlarged” the not dismissing any present employ- 

ested job so that each girl attached all the ees is one of the most important 
6. Personal Loyalty to Workers wires. The results were rather poor. areas to take care of. If many dis- 
7. Tactful Disciplining A job is not enlarged only by increas- missals result, the remaining work- 
8. Full Appreciation of Work Done ing the number of operations, though ers will be resentful and community 
9. Sympathetic Help on Personnel that can make it more interesting, relations of the firm will be harmed. 

Problems but by increasing its depth. The results at IBM more than 

10. Feeling in on Things Whenever one looks at job en- repaid the risks involved in. the 
By Workers: largement research, he is haunted by mew program. In 1940, before any 

1. Full Appreciation of Work Done the studies done at IBM, where job changes, in the milling department, 
2. Feeling in on Things enlargement was first tried. In 1943, there Was a ratio of one setup man 
3. Sympathetic Help on Personnel then president, now chairman of the for every ‘sixteen Operators and at 

Problems board, Thomas J. Watson was tak- the war's peak for fourteen. emeree 
4. Job Security ing one of his customary strolls ment started in aE aed 
5. Good Wages through IBM’s Endicott plant when by July, 1946, the ratio had c ee 
6. Work That Keeps One Inter- he noticed a woman standing idle to one for every fifty-two. By then, 

asted beside her machine. Though she all operators were making some of 

7. Promotion and Growth could have done it herself, she was their own ak and by ae Ls 
8. Personal Loyalty to Workers waiting for a setup man to set up the Setup men had eT ae ee etely 
9. Good Working Conditions machine and then an inspector to eliminated. In the oe depart- 

10. Tactful Disciplining give a startup okay. Watson was dis- — Ment, the ratio went tor one ne 
The conflict shown here explains turbed by this and called a staff eleven in 1943, to one per ee t 
many causes of unrest in industrial meeting where the job enlargement  ™ 1946, and tied for tO: au ee and 
situations. Managers believe that the program began. Before the change, Re neo thet te ber Geen qi 
worker is motivated only by money, the machine operators only put the ha the number ae nine to 
and thus will do anything or work part into the machine, started and = * 1CW wae MELE ci oe reall 
harder if it is held in front of him. stopped it, and took the part out. plicated jobs. Cost results showe 
Actually, after a certain point, in- Everything else was done by others. overall cost down but a ten per pent 
creased money, incentive systems, The machine was set up by special- Tere Ase I tabor cost due to more 
and so on, have little effect. That is ists, the tools were sharpened by spe- employee KESPOnsD1 ity a” promo- 
not to say they are notimportantand _cialists, and inspection was done by fons, Offsetting theslansex labor 
the above list shows this. However, specialists. Most of the operators, were reductions in scrap and de eee 
more important to the worker is the except the old who didn’t care and Ove parts. There was less machine 
feeling of accomplishment and the the young who hadn’t yet learned, idle ume and the cost of setup and 
feeling of membership, of belong- could do the above equally well, but inspection dropped ninety-five per- 
ing. The men I knew above always to have them do so would be “in- cent. More important from the ae 
referred to the company as “they” efficient.” Thus IBM added more ployees point of edna that their 
and what “they want,” never “we” skill requirements to each operator’s jobs had been ene iche and interest 
or what “we need.” These needs are job. Now he sharpened his own variety, responsibility, and impor- 
met in part by job enlargement. tools, set up his machine for new tance had been added. The com- 
When ajob is enlarged the employee orders from blueprints, and inspect-. P&P Y Was sennee because ce wr i 
can usually point to something and ed his final product. He also was re- ers were better satisfied, production 
say “[ made that.” Perhaps it even quired to know how deviations from (continued on page 36) 
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{ FAILURE } 

You'll never get anywhere without it. 

Nothing helps a young engineer’s demands reasonable enough so that our 
career like being given a challenge. recruits can make their decisions at their 
Which is another way of saying a chance own pace. But our thinking is, a man 
to fail now and then. To make his own feels awfully good about even a small 
mistakes. decision when it’s his. 

At Western Electric we give our newly If you’re the type who'd like the chance 
recruited engineers responsibility almost to make your own moves, see our recruiter 
immediately. They make their own de- or write College Relations, 222 Broad- 
cisions. Learn from their own errors. way, New York, N. Y. 10038. 

Don’t get us wrong. We keep our A lot of hard work never hurt anyone. 

Western Electric 
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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DROP EVERYTHING! 
Pick up a copy of “Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course” 
at your placement office.* Sign up for an interview when our recruiters visit your campus. 
They’re looking for prospects with pizzazz. Do you measure up? 

*Or write to Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa, 18016. 

An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program 

BETHLEHEM STEEL ie 
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A Puzzling Plot 

by Holly Eva Wong hill folk figure? I was frowning in- around him, he jumped to the seat 
tensely at the bulletin board when I of his trike and dangled two lumpy 
heard a familiar voice. Turning, I mittens in my face. 

saw a fellow ME, also in disguise. “In each of these mittens I have 
“Hi man,” I said, trying to sound twelve political buttons,” his voice 

cool. . . was militant. “I have four End-the- 
Groovy,” he replied. He had also War buttons, four Pink Fuzz but- 

heard the rumors. He pointed to tons, and four Love buttons in cach 
something written on the wall: written.” 

8549176320 ne ; 
“Ah, the ten digits,” I recognized / Thinking that finally 1 may have 

them immediately. found a clue, I listened intently. 

“T noticed that,” he said, “but why “Now, if I blindfold you and tell 
are they in that particular order?” you to take enough, but only enough, 

I almost had that solved for my buttons from the right mitten to 
fellow ME when an authentic hill make sure that you have two buttons 

Yesterday I heard from a usually _ student (1 could tell by his colored at least of any one kind and one but- 
reliable source (I overheard two Ag. socks) interrupted me to borrow a ton at least of either of the other two 
students talking on the bus) thatthe _ cigarette. I became immediately sus- kinds and to put these into the left 
hill students were planning a march _picious; he had six cigarettes in his _ mitten and then [ tell you, still blind- 
on the Mechanical Engineering hand already. I followed him to an folded, to take enough buttons back 
building to occupy the lobby and = empty classroom and watched from the left mitten into the right 
liberate the capitalist-operated coke through the window as he placed mitten to insure that the right mitten 
machines. Naturally alarmed by _ the seven unbent cigarettes such that will contain at least three buttons of 
such rumors, I proceeded cautiously each one touched the other six. By each of the three kinds, how many 
up the hill to Bascom Hall in hopes _ then I was certain that something _ buttons will be left in the left mit- 
of discovering the truth. I found — was happening. Turning, I noticed ten?” 

definite evidence of subversive ac- something trampled in the snow on His tricycle began to slowly roll 

tivity, just as I had suspected. Hid- the mallinfrontof Bascom. A strange gywn the hill. I fled back to the Me- 

den under a used-guitar-for-sale — patternindeed: OTTFFSS——~.  Ghanical Engineering building te 

notice I found this 36x? — 16x 244 The last three letters were too yarn my fellows of the impending : ’ @ y fellows of the impending 
= 0. Taking out my slide rule, which — smudged toread andIstarteddown —jnyacion and ask for help. If you, 

I had lashed to the handle of my _ the hill for a closer look. I didn’t dear reader, have any clues to these 

tennis racket so as not to arouse the even see the little kid on a tricycle sabversivesactivities ‘or further evi. 

suspicion of the hill students, I parked in the middle of the side- dence of subversion, please contact 

quickly did the calculation. Definite. walk. He hollered when I stepped : : I M Won . 

ly strange, I decided. The answers _ on him, though, and immediately I 308 ME Building 009 

written on the bottom of the card — became aware of his presence. The — 

(x = 45/17, x = —2) were definitely kid, too, looked unusual. He had a A 

strange. How, I wondered, did the moustache. Before I could walk \ 
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Thermod ics, Heat ermodynamics, Hea 
The following three articles 

were collected by Dick Wag- * wae 
ner and discuss research work Tra Nn sfe r, | n cl Med | Cl n e 

being done here in the fields of 

Biomedical Engineering, Air 

Pollution, and problems asso- 

ciated with aquatic vegetation. 

Thermodynamics and heat trans- _ to be beneficial in the treatment of 
fer can play important roles in physi- __ Parkinson’s disease, the removal of 
ology and medicine. Professors J. W. warts, and the treatment of cancer. 
Mitchell and G. E. Myers of the Me- _ Present methods use liquid nitrogen 
chanical Engineering Department and require large capital expendi- 
are conducting several projects in tures. A less expensive Freon-cooled 
cooperation with the medical school probe has been developed and is 
involving these engineering sciences. _ presently being evaluated. Theoreti- 

Refrigeration anesthesiology re- cal predictions will be compared to 
fers to the application of cold in or- _ actual freezing rates in tissue. 
der to produce pain relief. This In any prediction of temperatures 

method is especially useful with within a living system, values for 
elderly patients, about to undergo _ thermal conductivity must be avail- 
amputation of a leg, who cannot able. Determination of tissue con- 
withstand the normal methods of ductivity is difficult because mean- 
anesthesia. A double-walled boot ingful values must be obtained in 

and a coolant circulating system __ live tissue. A method for doing this 
have been developed to provide is being developed and evaluated. 
cooling for a leg. The method has Thermocouple measurements are 
already been used with considerable | compared to heat transfer theory to 
success on five patients, and is cur- deduce the thermal conductivity. 
rently undergoing further develop- Theoretical studies are being car- 
ment. ried out to learn more about the 

Prolonged elevation of body tem- —_ thermo-regulatory systems in ani- 
perature may have a beneficial effect —_ mals. Analysis of the counter-current 
in the treatment of cancer. A heating heat exchange mechanism has yield- 
cabinet has been developed that is _ ed significant conclusions regarding 
capable of producing a body tem- this mechanism for conserving en- 
perature of 107° F. and maintaining — ergy. A computer program to simu- 
it for periods of 12 hours or longer _late the leg cooling process in the 
if necessary. The heating is produced refrigeration anesthesia project is 
by a short wave heater and the ele- being developed. Accurate predic- 
vated temperature is maintained by __ tions of temperature-time curves 
circulating warm, humid air around __ will enable the medical doctors to 
the patient to prevent energy loss by _use the cooling equipment more effi- 
convection and evaporation. ciently, 

Local freezing of tissue is known 
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action kinetics of nitric oxide forma- 
tion in high pressure flames. This 
study is performed with a closed 
combustion vessel operating under 
conditions similar to those occurring 
in engine combustion processes. 
With the spectroscopic equipment 
employed it is possible to continu- 
ously measure the concentration of 
nitric oxide during its formation in 
the immediate vicinity of the propa- 
gating flame front. 

Il. Inlet Manifold Water 
. . Injecting for Nitric Oxide 

A p | | t R , Control 
Ir oO u Ion esea rc Mr. J. E. Nicholls and Mr. I. A. 

El Messiri have recently completed 
a study in which water was injected 
into the inlet manifold of a single 
cylinder research engine. Under ap- 
propriate conditions the use of water 
injection yielded reductions of nitric 
oxide in the engine exhaust of over 
90 percent. At the same time a mod- 
erate increase in engine perform- 
ance was realized. 

II. Combustion Chamber 

Design 

Mr. L. A. El Messiri is presently 
using a single cylinder research en- 
gine for study of the influence of 
combustion chamber design on air 

During the past decade the auto- __ rise to the typical brownish haze pollutant formation. His study, 
motive engine has emerged as one usually associated with smog. The which involves radical departures 

of the most serious contributors to _ nitrogen dioxide formed then reactt from conventional combustion cham- 
the air pollution problem. Typically in the presence of sun light, with ber design, includes measurement of 

the exhaust of such engines contains —_ hydrocarbons in the atmosphere (al- nitric oxide, carbon monoxide and 
small but significant quantities of so originating in part from the auto- unburned hydrocarbons in the en- 
carbon monoxide, nitric oxide and mobile engine), to form a number gine exhaust. 

unburned or partially burned hydro- of objectionable smog compounds IV. Formation of Air Pollution 
carbons. which produce eye and respiratory in Diffusion Flames 

Carbon monoxide is of course rec- Se tira ta on andl which an be Both gas turbines and steam en- 
ognized as a toxic substance, and as ie torcertain fypesiOr pian gines have recently received wide- 
a consequence has grown over its op Facace fh spread publicity as possible alterna- 
increasing atmospheric concentra- oe nena of res = the Desert reciprocating 

tion in areas having a high density 1 ye ee crmauon esos cre be. automobile engine. These alterna- 
of motor vehicles. Nitric oxide is also a tied meee i ssorvtart sat he "tive engines derive heat from a so- 
a highly toxic substance which if 8 studied in va : a the called diffusion flame which differs 
present in the atmosphere in concen- Department ° pee ‘der th a substantially from the combustion 
trations greater than one or two neering fe wert es ce process occurring in conventional 
parts per million can produce chron- Hon ° od be th N: e eB : gasoline engines. While relatively 
ic changes in the human respiratory ee C. a — m us. little research has been devoted to 
system (the concentration of nitric mon One. f Health "due aa air pollution from diffusion flames 
oxide in the exhaust of current auto- Pe / a a ae ‘cation there is evidence to indicate that 
motive engines ranges from 1,000 to & Welfare, and encompasses a nitric oxide formation is significant. 

pede aan an alie number of related graduate student ue . = 
5,000 parts per million). reseaidlnpidieell, Nese enaeslviake For this reason Mr. A. Tuteja is 

In addition to having a highly tox- described ‘adividually as follows: undertaking an experimental study 
ic nature, nitric oxide has also been of air pollutant formation in diffu- 
identified as one of the necessary in- i. Formation of Nitric Oxide sion flames under conditions similar 
gredients for formation of photo- in High Pressure Flames to those occurring in gas turbine and 

chemical smog. Following emission Using specially developed spec- steam engine combustion systems. 
into the atmosphere nitric oxide is troscopic equipment Mr. Syed Sha- 4 
oxidized to nitrogen dioxide giving _ hed is investigating the chemical re- ‘ 
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e disposal of the cut plants is quite a 
Ha rvesti ng a nd difficult problem. Harvested plants 

are often transferred from the har- 
. . . vester to a transport barge in the 

D f A t area where the plants are cut. The 
IS DoOsI Ng O q u a IC transport barge then travels to a 

dock area where the plants are un- 
= loaded onto shore or into a truck for 

eg eta t | O n remote disposal. 
Systems for harvesting and dis- 

This water resources research needed to produce specific inhibit- _ posing of aquatic vegetation should 
project is being conducted by Pro- ing agents which do not have unde- _ aim toward the efficiencies attained 
fessor D. F, Livermore (ME), and sirable side effects on other organ- in modern agricultural and indus- 
Professor H. D. Bruhn (Ag. Eng.). isms and which disintegrate prompt- _ trial systems. To compare favorably 
They will work with co-investiga- ly after application ————. There _ with present efficient agricultural 
tors in the fields of Botany, Zoology, are as yet no chemicals which are __ practice, harvesting rates for large, 
and Biochemistry from 1968 thru specific enough in their inhibiting | open-water areas should be in the 
1972. The following article delves effects to be used with impunity.” _ magnitude of 5 to 10 acres per man- 
into the background and_ signifi (Corey, Hasler, et.al. 1967), Me- hour required for transportation of 
cance of the project. chanical control or harvesting of the harvested material. While data 

— excess vegetation is usually thought on harvesting rates are scarce, the 

One of the many facets of ac- to be ecologically a more sound ap- _ reported rates do not approach those 
celerated eutrophication of our proach. First, it does not introduce achieved on land. 
waterways has been the excessive foreign substance into the waters. Objectives of Study 
production of aquatic vegetation. | Secondly, it may actually remove This research program proposes 
Control measures for such growths nutrient materials from the water to investigate and evaluate methods 
have taken a variety of forms de- cycle, and should tend to reduce the _ for the increased efficient mechani- 
pending on the nature of the prob- rate of filling by plant residues. cal handling and disposal of cut 
lem and the desired objectives. Thirdly, if carefully done, it prob- _ aquatic vegetation. The aim is to in- 
While reductions in nutrient sup- ably does not tend to alter the plant —_- vestigate feasible alternatives to the 
plies to levels below those required and animal-life balances as drasti- handling and disposal methods, now 
to produce nuisance growths would _cally as may chemical treatments. commonly used, which are at the 
represent a fundamental solution, Universal acceptance and wide same time compatible with effective 

this is not possible or practical in application of mechanical methods _ over-all water management. 
many instances. Hence other solu- will require that systems be devel- Procedure 
tions or management procedures are oped by which the entire operation Knowledge concerning the physi- 
sought. may be more completely mechanized cal processing properties of most 

Chemical and mechanical control and accelerated. Whilecommercially aquatic plants is currently quite 
measures are both quite widely available mechanicalequipmentcan limited, except that they are very 
used. However, with reference to cut submersed or emergent plants _ high in moisture content and low in 
chemical measures, biologists warn, quite rapidly in large, open areas, | dry matter and fibre. Initially re- 
“a great deal more research is the economical collection of and search will be conducted to deter- 

= = Se 

. can be tied together with the development of products geared to A 

growth... electronics, electrochemical power sources, plastics and _—-_ 

ceramics. We are building for the future in Wisconsin. = 1 

Latest expansion pictured above is the Administrative, Research and my 
Engineering facility in Milwaukee... one of eight plants located Y= 

in Wisconsin. Take a long, hard look into your future and ours. GLOBE-UNION INC. 

Investigate the growing opportunities at Globe-Union Inc. 5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 

For Additional Information Contact Mr. G. B. Haecker An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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mine how these plants are affected areas are affected. If many of our __ ata fraction of the cost of chemical 
by such standard operations as de- lakes are to remain as beautiful controls, and without the hazards 
watering by compression, homog- public playgrounds, and if some inherent in the widespread applica- 
enizing, macerating, chopping, — which have degenerated into algae __ tion of chemicals. An official in the 
grinding, crushing, etc., the objec- “pools” are to be resurrected to re- — Federal Water Pollution Control Ad- 
tive being to identify potentially ef- _ creational usefulness, extensive ef- ministration stated the case for me- 
fective procedures and to test cer- forts will be required. It seems chanical harvesting very well in 1964 
tain of the more promising of these _ unlikely that any pollution reduction and concluded that “ultimately, har- 
on a small scale. In this connection, | measures can lower nutrient sup- vesting techniques that are effective, 
the disposal studies program will be _ plies sufficiently to eliminate aquatic _ feasible, and financially practical 
coordinated with the work of plant —_ vegetation nuisance problems. Thus must be perfected.” 
ecologists, water chemists, and lim- __ effective methods for controlling, It is anticipated that two gradu- 
nologists currently engaged in re- _ harvesting, or removing undesirable ate research assistants will be ac- 
lated studies, and to enlist their col: | aquatic vegetation would be a tively involved in the program and 
laboration in evaluating the various __ significant advance in the struggle _ will use this work as thesis research. 
methods being studied. to retain attractive, usable water- In addition, certain phases of the 

Following acquisition of funda- ways. work may lend themselves to in- 

mental handling and processing While present versions of machin- | dependent study projects or per- 
data, research can proceed on an ery for the control of rooted, sub- haps to senior design projects in 

applied basis. This second phase of — mersed vegetation are quite effec- | Agricultural or Mechanical Engi- 
the work will attempt to determine, tive, truly high-acreage capacity neering. Through their participa- 

on a pilot scale, the most practical systems do not exist. This project tion in the program a number of 
combination of methods for trans- aims at opening some of the “bottle- engineering students will become 
portation and/or disposal of necks” which limit the capacities | much more aware of and interested 

: and effectiveness of current ma- in the complex problems of water 
a) the entire unprocessed plant, : ‘ : | . 

. : chines and systems. It is an essential resources management. 
b) the entire plant after proc- 3 aa toot ie ¢ : 

ssing in s . step in a continuing effort to evalu- The project is supported by a 
essing in some manner. : neki . ae 

©) a fraction of the plant, or ate the proper role of mechanical matching grant from the Office of 
aan late. das soeel “of the control measures in lake manage- Water Resource Research, U.S. De- 
ane atthe SE as ment. With proper utilization of partment of the Interior (OWRRB- 

Peete eg SOURS today’s technology, it seems reason- _‘018-WIS.), through the University’s 
d) the reduction of the plant to : - Res ‘ : - able that mechanical systems canbe — Water Resources Center. d 

an ash and the transport of developed to operate in large areas So 
the ash only, or other com- Pp P 8 ° \ 
binations. 

While it is expected that consider- CIRO 
able work can be done on a pilot (honady) 
scale in the three-years’ duration of fh Cory Pa 
this project, continuing efforts over \ AA ORE Y 
a more extended period will be re- Ne BREE 
quired to evaluate the real effective- sn a 
ness of techniques and methods 
developed. Information obtained AMPCO METAL, INC. 
from this project will be instrumen- ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
tal in determining the nature and , : ae 

Ampco’s world wide reputation lies 
extent of subsequent longer term was ae : : . 

: in its ability to offer engineering 
experimental and management pro- : 

counsel for solving problems of 
grams. : ‘i ae 

wear, corrison, erosion, cavitation 

Significance and many other factors that cause career 
In many areas waterways remain metal parts to wear or fail. 

one of the few natural resources Opportunities for the engineer who . . 
available for public recreational is not interested in specialization engin eering 
use. Increasing density of popula- but rather in the broad scope of 
tion and greater leisure time activity metal manufacturing are available age 
strengthen the demand for recrea- in the fields of research and devel- opportunities 
tional areas while, at the same time, opment, industrial and manufac- 
increasing contamination and ferti- turing engineering and industrial 
lization destroy the resource as the sales. / ; a 
demand for it increases. Bottom For more information write to: 

rooted aquatics, often draped with Ampco Metal, Inc. 
filamentous algae and festooned by Box 2004 WISCONSIN GAS COMPANY & 

collections of trapped algae and Milwaukee, WI. 53201 626 EAST WISCONSIN AVENUE 
debris, may produce particularly “An Equal Opportunity Employee” MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201 
objectionable conditions if large 
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Ce lg 

presents ae CJ a. 
rf 

a —™ =F i aron Urace _—_ >  -£ . 
aes Ti 

oe ed 

7 < eoree| i NN _ Many of you engineering students will be 
ye . Ca | | _ happy to learn that the cute blonde girl 

ao *8 oe meee) 2 2 © ~—SOwho occasionally walks through the M.E. 
A 6s oe a Lobby, is none other than Sharon Crace, 

6s oe. \ eS our Wisconsin’s Finest for January. Sharon 
a Y <P a ee Cg is the secretary for the Industrial Engi- 

ae . 9 YX == neering Division, located on the fourth 
‘ at) a y 4 \__ floor of the M-E. Building. 

1 aga | oY y a Although technical consulting is not one 
a oe a of her secretarial duties, Sharon is willing p . > & ae oe i . . waits, 4 8 to help out a student faced with a difficult 

. a experiment. At other times, she may be 
oes LS ; | [fF outdoors enjoying one of her favorite ac- 

| |{ | _ tivities, swimming or snow skiing. 

j \ Sharon’s friendliness and fun loving nature 
[gis makes her a very pleasant person to be 

FT ca with. Without a doubt, many of you are 
A 7 1 ___ looking forward to the day when you will 

ee i | be able to acquire a secretary as nice as 
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JOB ENLARGEMENT continued from page 26 

costs were somewhat lower, and tended thirty looms, one battery fill- patterns, and cut down the time. 
there was better product quality. In- er fifty, a smash hand seventy, and The following annual costs included 
cidentally, the latter benefit also so forth. Production was low so the labor cost, learning cost, physical 
made their customers more satisfied. | company organized teams and as- space cost, total facilities cost, and 

In another department at IBM, signed each team a bank of looms annual facilities cost. The original 
three groups of girls were needed to for their operationand service. With- plan was $20,678 per year, the four- 
make a component. The first group in sixty days of the combination of | man conveyor line $20,448, and the 
assembled coils for use in relays for activity, efficiency had risen from one-man stations $18,282. As a side- 
business machines. Another group eighty percent to ninety-five per- light, the original method required 
soldered the coils, and a third in- cent, and damage dropped from the least training time, the second 
serted hundreds of tiny silver wires, _ thirty-two to twenty percent. method the least space and facilities 
causing much eyestrain. One of the On the west coast of the United cost, and the enlarged method the 
girls suggested combining the three States, an industrial engineer stud- longest training time, most space, 
operations and this was given a ied a manufacturing department —_ and the most equipment because of 
year’s trial. After one year, eyestrain which used an assembly line of nine duplication. The new way saved 
had disappeared, fatigue lessened, subdivided operations. Twenty-nine time and money in labor in that 
and production went up fifty per- girls manned the line and in the there was a one-third reduction in 
cent. The girl who had made the study a similar group of girls were non-productive time and, of course, 
suggestion was paid a bonus of held as a control group. After the there were no line balancing delays. 
$2,500. In this plant, including other change, each operator now did all In a system similar to the above, 

job enlargement programs, scrapped nine operations, did the inspection, | Non-Linear Systems, maker of elec- 
parts now cost only ninety-six cents picked up her supplies, and in only __ tronic equipment, abandoned its as- 
per one hundred dollars of output, six days production was greater than sembly line and went to one man 

whereas before it was one dollar and by the old method. Not only was making the entire unit. This result- 

ninety cents. By-products of job en- production higher, but rejected as- ed in a fifty percent reduction in 

largement were a cleancr factory,  semblies dropped to one-fourth the man-hours devoted to building the 
tripling of employee suggestions, original level. The operators liked unit. 

and a world safety record for plants this method better because they Harwood Manufacturing Com- 
their size — 12,770,257 man-hours could see that they accomplished pany, maker of wearing apparel in 
without a lost-time accident. something and because less direct Virginia, had tried several experi- 

The second popular example of supervision was required. Manage- ments in giving employees more re- 
job enlargement is the Detroit Edi- ment was satisfied for the latter rea- __ sponsibilities and authority in ques- 
son Company. Detroit Edison had, son and because they now knew who_~_ tioning work procedures. Thus, when 
at the time of the study, over one had made a defective uit. production was lagging in one de- 
million customers and billed over We turn now to a study that, for —_ partment, production workers were 
30,000 accounts per day. Because this specific case, proved that job — brought into the discussions with 
morale was low, many mistakes be- enlargement resulted in a cost sav- _ staff engineers. The ratio of the two 
ing made, and long processing time, ing over the previous method. The groups was pushed around until 
Douglas Elliott, head of the Cus- study was done at a Midwestern finally the problems were given com- 
tomer Billing Department, suspect- | company that made home washers _ pletely to the production employees 
ed that the cause might be in over- and dryers. The department of con- _ with the engineers available as con- 
specialization of jobs. Therefore, he cern assembled a centrifugal water _ sultants only. With this system there 
had the billing machine operators pump about the size of a football | was a marked increase in quality 
check the bills themselves instead of and containing twenty-seven parts. and production, and employee turn- 
special checkers and the file clerks In 1958, it took six men on a con- __ over dropped from eighteen percent 
answered customer requests and veyor line 1.77 minutes per one unit to six percent a year and absentee- 
made out new cards. After the steady or about 0.3 minutes per operator. _ ism from seventeen percent to four. 
state was reached, overtime was cut. A change was then made to four — The reason for the improvement is 
in half even though the work volume men on the line and the time was clear though many managers may 
was up, absenteeism dropped more 1.76 or about 0.44 minutes per oper- not want to accept it. The produc- 
than ten percent, a full day was cut ator. It is interesting to note that tion employee knows more about his 
in setting up new accounts, individ- they were doing more operations job and job problems than any out- 
uals received more pay, had more __ but the time required changed little. side engineer, unless of course, the 
interest in their job, and overall costs. Then in October, 1959, they made _ technology is very prohibitive. As a 
for the company were down. Indeed _ another change and this to single __ result his opinion is often more valu- 
job enlargement paid off—paid off operators doing all the work—and _able than that of a staff group and 
for both management and employee. _ total time dropped to 1.49 minutes! —_ this should be made use of. 

In a textile plant in India, there They had four such stations. Thus, There are other examples that 
were two hundred and twenty-four each operator hada more interesting — could be mentioned such as those 
looms attended by twelve special- job as he did his own inspections, | done by government agencies, but 

| ists. For example, one weaver at- initialed his work, varied his work _ the above cases are enough to show 
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ENGINEERS: ; ; Chemical engineers... . 
that a 7 a_ useful Mechanical, Civil, Electrical, 
ractice for many jobs. It is not a 3 ' : 

necessary practice in all cases, nor Mechanical engineers: een AReDIeRA! 

is it successful in all applications. 
However, in the manufacturing 

world it must be at least considered, BE 
and perhaps given a trial run. Some 
might say that job enlargement re- 
sults are really only natural results CHAIR BOUND? 
of added interest because the new . 
job is something different. My an- 
swer to this is what of it? If produc- . when ou 
tion went up, costs down, and the A world in y 
workers are more satisfied, I don’t 
really care how this happened. But Id th 
since job enlargement caused it, I need of wou fa er @ 
will thank job enlargement for it. . 
If after a year or so production falls t 
back to its former ‘evel or some- Wa er IS AIR BOUND 
where in between, we have not lost . 
anything and usually have gains to turning to 
show for the past year. After four years with our company, Bob 

Another criticism might be in the waesly waluat len suaitieets has been 

personality or type of worker em- | | AQUA-Chem (oor aveal aides parertallls wecTed 
ployed, that it is their nature to be metal working plants,a Chilean copper 
dissatisfied and to have as low a pro- mine, cheese factory gutomon! le plant, 
duction rate as they can get away aa news paper pan Cary ane 
with. In refutation of this, I cite an municipal water works, and 36 other 
experiment done in Detroit a few business prepetiies: 
years ago. Two ministers went to fe has been describing, analyzing and 
work on an assembly line and soon dons uaq' eawsenane me ee anes ) , Process piping, 
found themselves cheating on qual- etc., estimating value to enable client 

ity, lying to their foreman, and ; engineering, and financial decistens, 
swearing at the machine. All the shouldn t you? Traveling 70% of the time at company 
while they knew that they would . expense, Bob has seen a greater vari- 
eventually return to the church. This ary oe enemeers applications ‘ther 
is relevant not because ministers viewing his field work at the home 
aren't supposed to have such human euiisel Me sto nent ne ee ees gee! 
reactions, but because they had all and direction. 
the more reason to hide such feel- oo. , 
ings so as not to harm the stereotype ao A al aasth atfiece hi "C yeode, of a minister. Permanent positions are now open-in | | Brazil, France, Italy, Spain and the 

In conclusion then, job enlarge- engineering, design and service engi: En ppines ‘As cone of the country’s 
ment has shown many positive and see a Tht ee at AL of ow an everything from cattle to, coal ines”? 
worthwhile results and must be con- --promise that you can help the world For more: information or an antecvtews 
sidered when plant layout or pro- realize as you assume increasing re- call or write our — Personnel Director, 

ae sponsibility in seawater desalting and : 3 
duction changes are anticipated. But pollution control technologies. You’ll Be ee ee ee 
it must be done in an attitude of full prilpy persone rowers trom ie, slants 53201. Phone (414) 271-7240. 
cooperation of higher management tion and holiday schedules, generous We have a real opportunity for the man 
so that it is given a reasonable | | family insurance protection that in- | | who is interested in an exciting and 
shance of success, cludes major medical. The career you | | challenging career that’s different. 

¢ ce O: want is at Aqua-Chem. Find out about 

it by contacting Aqua-Chem, Box 421, 
Man, unlike any other thing Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. 
organic or inorganic in the 

universe, grows beyond his MERICAN 
work, walks up the stairs of PPRAISAL 
his concepts, emerges ahead ° 
of his accomplishments. 

=f Samiti U.S.A. e CANADAe PHILIPPINES e BRAZIL « 

i Aqua-Chem Ine. FRANCE e ITALY # SPAIN 
yy EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
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be tomorrow? 

Wherever the project leads, Matt Tate is on his way. Board... 
bench . . . conference table. This young engineer sees them 

all at Delco. He was there when the project came from the car 
division. He'll be there when the model shop builds his prototype. 
He'll be looking over the shoulders of draftsmen, mechanics and 
stylists. The project's his. From start to finish. Step by step, 
skill by skill, Matt Tate’s growing with the job. The question is... 
can you say the same? Take a good hard look at how your 
career shapes up, compared with Matt's and his colleagues’ at 

Delco. We need men who want every week to be a little 
different. For details, call collect. Area Code 317/459-2808. 
Or write: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 
Dept. 500, Delco Radio Division of General Motors, Kokomo, Indiana. 

DELCO AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 

RADIO KOKOMO, INDIANA 

MARK OF EXCELLENCE
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The percentage of alcoholics in Cop (to man just struck by a hit- The day after finals a disheveled 
the United States is staggering. and-run driver): Did you get his ME walked into a psychiatrist’s of- 

number? fice, tore open a cigarette, and 
so 5 Pedestrian: No, but I’'d recognize stuffed the tobacco up his nose. 

Two duck hunters were sitting be- his daugls ony wlan. he a meet 1. help,’ said 
hind the blind, one drinking from a eo 8 @ “Yeah,” * agreed the ME. “Cot a 
thermos bottle of coffee, the other at ch?” oT 

from a jug of whiskey. After some At a small hotel in Miami Beach 

hours of sipping they spotted alone a young lady was on the roof taking es 8 8 
duck winging through the sky. Tak- a sun bath clad only in a bikini. In And then there was the condemned 

ing aim, the coffee drinker rose, let looking around, she discovered that golfer who asked the hangman, 
fire, and missed. The whiskey drink- there were no tall buildings nearby “Mind if I take a couple of practice 
er rose, let fire, and brought the duck so she decided to take a real sun swings?” 

down. His companion, properly bath, Taking off her bikini and lying oe 
amazed, complimented him on the on her stomach, she was enjoying . . . 
shot. He replied, “Aw, it’s nothing. _ herself when she heard footsteps ap- _A certain Industrial Administra- 
L usually get five or six out of a flock proaching. She quickly grabbed a tion professor was unpacking some 

like that.” towel around her and looked up to glassware he had received from the 
see the manager approaching. factory. Seeing that one Jarwas Up- 

a oe ® “Young lady, we don’t mind your side down, he exclaimed, How ab- 

A Chinese scholar was lecturing sun bathing, but we won't allow = this - has mo mouth. Turn: 

when all the lights in the auditorium ude sun bathing.” Ee ‘4 Wh he *. ton end aoa 
suddenly went out. Unperturbed, he She flushed and angrily replied, ishee, y the pettom's gone too: 
asked the people in the audience to but there aren’t any tall buildings a a 8 

raise their hands. They did, and the close enough to see me. « , The height of bad luck—seasick- 
lights immediately came on again. I know,” he replied, “but youre ness and lockjaw. 
“Proves wisdom of old Chinese say- lying on the skylight over the dining soe 

ing,” he remarked. “Many hands: 100m The frowning woman walked up 
make light work. a 8 @ to a little boy on the street corner 

ee @ who was smoking. 
Little Boy: “May I come in your “Does your mother know that you 

Did you hear about the man who yard and get my arrow?” smoke?” she admonished. 
dreamed he was forced to eat a six Neighbor: “Yes, where did it fall?” “Lady, does your husband know 
pound marshmallow? When he woke Boy: “I think it’s stuck in your you stop and talk to strange men on 
up his pillow was missing. cat.” the street?” 
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Here’s what: at IH you won’t have to stand 
in line waiting for responsibility. You'll get it. 

Right from the start. 

And you won’t be pushed into a job 
that leads to nowhere. 

You'll move up on your merits. The sooner you can 
cut it, the quicker you’ll move. 

You see, we’re looking for the thinker. The innovator. 
The type of guy who has lots of imagination 
and plenty of guts. (It takes guts to make decisions 

and stand up for your ideas.) 

You'll have to be on the ball all right. But we’ll 
give you plenty in return. 

For one thing, we’re diversified. You'll find all kinds fon 72 Sema 
of action in steelmaking, motor trucks, a aes ww St Odo 
construction or farm equipment. And lots of things in % mn 
research and development. (We’ve got some far-out ine 
ideas on laser beam construction equipment, 

solar energy and nuclear power.) 

In other words, we’re working on things that should 
shape the future. Yours and ours. “ te 

So talk to your campus placement officer v A : Pa WD 
about us. He’ll give you the word on the jobs we have hee 
in engineering, accounting, production __ i Cee a ee } BS) 
management and sales. we ,, a’ i) — 

Sure, we’re a big company. But we’re big in ms iad ae an ~~ hn 

a lot more ways than just size. 1 Fi) A bv 

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER See a = 
An equal opportunity employer M/F i ana a 

Continuous casting, vacuum degassing and basic oxygen 

steelmaking in progress at IH Wisconsin Steel. Plant is one 

of first in U.S. combining all three processes. 
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(likewise for chemical engineers, electrical engineers, and industrial engineers) 

Seems ridiculous. Maybe it is. But so far we volving our photographic systems, plastics, or 

have found that the official label guides us‘to fibers. Hard to believe but true. 

those who have shown they can discern a goal The label is also worn by some who had to 

and not lose their way towards it. struggle for it because their minds don’t work 

In general, however, the label does not — the way a professor’s mind works. They are 

guarantee a uniform product. That’s good. not unhorsed, however, to learn that some- 

It is worn by some who have never dipped __ times a remark passed casually in a washroom 

below the five percentile academically, who can accomplish more than a 1 17-page techni- 

enjoyed doing a paper on the psychodynamic cal report with 50 references in the bibliog- 

roots of Buddhist theology almost asmuchas raphy. 

they enjoyed constructing five different ther- Hope you will drop us a note telling what 

modynamic models of the pulsar phenome- _ kind of mind you have. A wrong answer will 

non. That kind of mind can find comparable _ not be held against you. 

fulfillment in some problems ultimately in- 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

Business and Technical Personnel Department 

Rochester, N.Y. 14650 f 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a fC 

choice of work either in Rochester, N.Y. or hr
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Bob Nerad seeks recognition 

But not just for himself. directly into meaningful work. He’d had enough theory 

Bob was Chairman of a special Jaycee project to se- and simulations to last him for awhile. 

lect the “Outstanding Young Educator” in Schenectady, At General Electric he found people that agreed with 

New York. his thinking, and what’s more, GE offered him imme- 

He began by rediscovering firsthand some of the vi- diate responsibility via the Manufacturing Management 

brant situations that confront young teachers. With that Program. 

background he was ready to coordinate the nominating Like Bob Nerad, you can get a fast start at General 

and judging. Electric, in R&D, design, production or technical mar- 

Planning and coordinating come naturally to Bob. keting. Talk to our man when he visits your campus. Or 

As a Production Control Specialist with General Elec- write for career information to: General Electric Com- 

tric’s Medium AC Motor and Generator Department, pany, Room 801B, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York, 

he keeps production lines running smoothly. Coordinat- N. Y. 10022 699-25 

ing machinery, raw materials and labor is crucial to any 

efliciently run business. 

With a mechanical engineering degree from Cornell, G E N E R A L E LE CT R | C 

in 1962, and an MBA in personnel administration from 

George Washington, in 1963, Bob sought to plunge AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F) 
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